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From exotic, Chinois-inspired peonies to wisteria-laden branches, Colefax 
and Fowler’s latest collection celebrates the abundance of nature’s flowers. 
The new series of decorative designs features a modern interpretation of 
classic floral embroideries and prints, several with corresponding wallpapers. 
Completing this sophisticated collection is a range of lightweight linens and 
tickings, alongside luxurious floral wallpapers.

Leading fabric JARDINE was inspired by a nineteenth century Japanese 
antique document. The bold handwriting of this print and wallpaper design, 
defined by peonies and exotic birds, is enhanced by a range of rich, vivid 
colors, making for gloriously exuberant interior schemes. Other designs that 
have inspired a co-ordinating wallpaper include GRAYSHOTT, whose delicate 
but rich wisteria branches also appear in linen and silk. Striking, rustic floral 
MEREWORTH is an archive design that appears in new, richer colors, while 
well-loved classic chintz BOWOOD has been given a modern twist with fresh 
colorways. Delicate GREENACRE combines distinctive fan-like Gingko leaves 
with trailing blossom, whose simple color focus lends a contemporary note. 
Indienne-style LIMBURY’s hand-blocked character captures the variance of 
linen and texture typical of this traditional technique.

The innovative use of tonal coloring and hand-stitching defines the exotic 
florals of CLARINDA, which continues the subtle Chinois theme running 
through the collection, as does archive design OLEANDER, with its mix of 
faded flowers and bamboo shoots against gentle shades of tomato, lichen 
green and muted aqua.

Among the linens, HECTOR, a fine herringbone, is available in an array of 
chalky pinks, silver grays and soft golds, as well as dusty blues and pale 
aquas. A rustic handwoven linen in a selection of neutrals gives LAVELLE its 
country charm. Pinstripe DART is revised with four new contemporary hues, 
while ALYS is a wide spaced pinstripe on a soft plain linen and YATTON 
STRIPE offers a bolder take on the classic stripe.

Wallpapers are a significant story this season. Florals are again at the 
fore in the JARDINE wallpaper collection, from the delightfully classic 
HONEYSUCKLE TRAIL and a beautiful toile of trailing roses in DARCY, to the 
charmingly simple SWEDISH TREE with its white painterly roses.
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JARDINE
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ashbury
The delicacy and appeal of Ashbury wallpaper has been 
reinterpreted to create this versatile mid scale embroidery. The 
stylized flowers are embroidered with raised dots which has 
an attractive abstract quality. The gentle rhythm of this repeat 
makes it an attractive choice. 

Coordinating wallpaper available

F4700-01 beige F4700-02 pink f4700-03 blue

4
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BOWOOD
This classic Colefax And Fowler design is based on a 
document originally discovered by John Fowler at Bowood 
House.  Bowood continues to charm us with its informal rose 
sprays.  This iconic classic has been recolored, offering a new 
pink, blue and grey on a fresh chalk ground.

Coordinating wallpaper available

1020-01  green, grey 1020-04 pink, leaf 1020-05 white, leaf

F2328-01 grey, green F2328-04 pink, grey

F2328-05 blue, grey F2328-06 silver, leaf
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F4699-01 red F4699-02 old pink F4699-03 old blue

F4699-04 slate blue

6

clarinda
A modern interpretation of a Chinoiserie embroidery with 
abstract, loose flowers and leaves forming a wide stripe. 
Innovative use of tonal colorings creates an iridescent quality 
which is enhanced by the lustrous embroidery thread and 
mother of pearl shades on the contemporary old pink and 
soft blue grounds, while rich brick red and slate blue provide 
a bolder look. The different thicknesses of yarn used add to 
the surface interest and contribute to the informal style of this 
design.
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grayshott
Wisteria blossoms hang delicately from a light, meandering 
trail in this graceful floral print. Grayshott is given a 
contemporary twist with opaque white leaves and highlights. 
A design developed in the Colefax design studio.

Coordinating wallpaper available

F4708-01 navy F4708-02 old pink F4708-03 pink, green

F4708-04 blue, green
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grayshott silk
Wisteria blossoms hang delicately from a light, meandering 
trail in this graceful embroidered version of this new floral 
on silk. Grayshott is given a contemporary twist with white 
leaves and highlights. The luxurious style is tempered by being 
embroidered on a wide woven stripe in three pastel colors, 
which contribute a relaxed country charm to the design.

F4701-01 lilac F4701-02 pink F4701-03 blue
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greenacre
Greenacre combines distinctive fan-like Ginkgo leaves with 
dancing blossoms to produce a contemporary foliage design. 
The simple color focus gives this print a modern simplicity. A 
design developed in the Colefax design studio.

Coordinating wallpaper available

F4705-01 leaf green F4705-02 aqua F4705-03 old blue

F4705-04 forest green
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heywood
This classic embroidered ogee trellis design is embellished 
with geometrical motifs. The simplicity of the trellis provides a 
refreshing adaptable but low key decorative design.

Coordinating wallpaper available

F3809-01 natural F3809-02 old blue F3809-03 beige*

F3809-04 slate* F3809-05 navy F3809-06 blue

F3809-07 silver

*(not in pattern book)
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jardine
Colorful birds conceal themselves amongst the sprays of 
blossoms and flamboyant tree peonies in this Chinoiserie 
inspired print design. Developed by the Colefax studio from 
an archival document, the decorative nature of the JARDINE 
is enhanced by the range of rich, vivid colors printed on linen 
that present varied options for gloriously exuberant interior 
schemes.

Coordinating wallpaper available

F4706-01 navy F4706-02 red F4706-03 red, green

F4706-04 old blue
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lawn stripe
This delicately colored linen stripe has been embellished with 
a stylized leaf motif.  Also available on a silk ground.

F3406-01 aqua F3406-02 yellow F3406-03 green*

F3406-04 pink, green F3406-05 blue

*(not in pattern book)
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limbury
LIMBURY has been developed with a hand block printed 
character capturing the attractive variance of line and texture 
typical in this traditional technique. This bold scale Indienne-
style design is printed on the homespun ground cloth 
successfully used for SOLLANDER, which further enhances 
LIMBURY’s lively rustic character. This ground cloth is 
introduced as a plain called LAVELLE in this collection.

F4704-01 tomato F4704-02 blue F4704-03 old blue
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mereworth
The exceptionally attractive block printed character of the 
original document is captured in this print design. The 
expansive rhododendron flowers and foliage are softened by 
a range of beautifully evocative colorways. MEREWORTH 
presents a more robust character which is enhanced by the 
heavy linen ground cloth, the gentle colorings harmonizing 
well with the range of designs in the Collection. Two new 
colors added in deeper tones.

Coordinating wallpaper available

F4601-01 red, green* F4601-02 blue, beige* F4601-03 pink, green*

F4601-04 pink, forest F4601-05 tomato, olive

*(not in pattern book)
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oleander
Oleander is reminiscent of block printed florals with its 
loose, easy character showing bamboo stems entwined with 
flowering oleander. Inspired by the Chinoiserie wall coverings 
prized in the 18th century country houses, and the softly 
atmospheric colorings with muted aqua, lichen green and 
tomato reds evoke these vintage interiors.

F4707-01 red F4707-02 tomato, green F4707-03 old blue
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olivia
OLIVIA has a fantasy garden feel with beautifully detailed 
birds, flowers and insects combined in a branching repeat. 
This embroidery makes full use of its two color ways to 
provide inspirational color combinations, one with vibrant 
accents on a red linen background and one more muted 
on a natural linen base. OLIVIA is an embroidery that has a 
refreshingly light touch, with its spacious repeat and charming 
imagery.

F4702-01 red

F4703-01 red, green
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summerby silk
Lace-cap hydrangeas climb gracefully up a wide woven silk 
stripe in this attractive floral. Available in three colorways 
ranging from classically colored pinks and greens to soft blues 
on a yellow stripe.  Also on a linen ground.

F3706-01 old blue F3706-02 pink. green F3706-03 blue. yellow

EXISTING DESIGN - NOT IN ROADLINE
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lavelle
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alys stripe
This widely spaced pin stripe has an effortless charm which 
proved popular as the ground cloth for ALYS blockprint in 
2019 Leonora collection. ALYS STRIPE is now offered as 
a drape weight linen plain, certain to become a timeless 
companion piece, as well as being ideal for simpler statement.

Coordinating print and wallpaper available

F4696-01 pink F4696-02 silver F4696-03 navy
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dart stripe
DART STRIPE, the popular cotton/linen narrow woven stripe 
is revised with contemporary color choices that harmonize 
with the Colefax range.  This charming pinstripe is the perfect 
companion piece for decorative and woven product.

F3514-01 tomato F3514-04 aqua F3514-05 silver

F3514-06 leaf green F3514-07 blue F3514-08 pink
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hector
This fine quality, pure linen herringbone has featured as a base 
cloth for many Colefax embroideries is now introduced as a 
plain, making use of a contrast weft color to create attractively 
subtle colors. A beautiful array of chalky pinks, silver greys 
and soft gold, dusty and dark blues and pale aquas, as well 
a good range of staple neutral shades creates the perfect 
partnership for the diverse Colefax range.

F4697-01 sienna F4697-02 grey F4697-03 beige F4697-04 silver F4697-05 ivory

F4697-06 cream F4697-07 old pink F4697-08 gold F4697-09 old blue F4697-10 pale pink

F4697-11 slate F4697-12 Pale aqua F4697-13 red F4697-14 blue
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lavelle
A hand woven plain originally developed as the base cloth 
for the design SOLLANDER, is now introduced as a plain 
with wonderfully rustic character. The subtle modulations 
of the hand spun silk/cotton yarn is what gives LAVELLE its 
country charm. This plain fabric is bound to look chic in the 
smartest scheme and pleasantly humble in a more modest 
environment. An attractive neutral color palette fits easily into 
the product line.

Coordinating prints available

F4695-01 cream F4695-02 dark cream F4695-03 aqua

F4695-04 clay F4695-05 old pink F4695-06 old blue

F4695-07 natural
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yatton stripe
YATTON STRIPE is a classic linen woven that has a slightly 
bolder stripe combined with a herringbone, the colored 
weft yarns accentuate the cream herringbone stripes. Like 
all good ticking stripes YATTON STRIPE is capable of being 
both fun and formal, in keeping with the relaxed country feel 
of this Collection. The colorways are equally versatile with 
beautifully subtle shades, neutrals and two deeper colors.

F4698-01 pale blue F4698-02 old pink F4698-03 silver

F4698-04 navy F4698-05 red F4698-06 old blue

F4698-07 beige
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FOSS
Luxurious linen plain, woven in Belgium and available in a 
wide range of colors.  The weight of this linen is perfect for 
both upholstery and drapery.
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jardine florals
wallpapers
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alys
Surface printed to recapture the textured mark-making of the 
block print fabric from 2019, ALYS has been reduced in scale 
to create a relaxed and informal decorative stripe, versatile 
throughout the house.

Coordinating fabrics available

W7001-01 leaf W7001-02 navy W7001-03 old blue

W7001-04 pink W7001-05 silver
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atwood
The delicate stylized fronds of a frangipani tree combined with 
accents of color in the flowers make this such an appealing 
paper.  A statement design that also manages to have a slightly 
understated feel.

7141-01 old blue

7141-04  navy 7141-05 Coral, green 7141-06 blue, beige

7141-02 stone 7141-03 teal
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bowood wallpaper
This classic Colefax And Fowler design is based on a 
document originally discovered by John Fowler at Bowood 
House.  BOWOOD Wallpaper continues to charm us with its 
informal rose sprays; the wallpaper color ways follow the new 
print colors with soft blues, greys, chalky pinks and fresher 
pale cream grounds.

Coordinating fabric available.

7401-02 grey, green 7401-07  pink, leaf 7401-08 blue, grey 

7401-09  pink, grey 7401-10  silver, leaf
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chantilly
A welcome relaunch of this timeless Colefax floral paper.  
Smaller in scale than the fabric design, the new wallpaper 
colors harmonize beautifully with the latest Colefax 
color palette.  Creamy flowers with classic green leaves 
creates a botanical effect, while silver/forest green strikes a 
contemporary note with hits of fresh aqua.  A charming sugar 
pink color way as a twist with accents of red in the leaves an 
stems; a soft grey version has silvery tones, so appealing as a 
modern neutral.

7816-07 silver, forest 7816-08 pink, green 7816-09 ivory, leaf

7816-10 silver
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darcy
DARCY features a fine toile of delicate trailing roses on a 
softly textured ground.  DARCY Wallpaper has an enduring 
appeal and is now refreshed with two new ground colors:  
plaster pink makes an enchanting colorway tempered by the 
graphite engraved line and steel blue provides a more muted 
effect than the existing navy.

7957-01 aqua 7957-02 pewter* 7957-03 red 

7957-07 navy 7957-08 blue* 7957-09 grey

7957-10 old blue 7957-11 pale pink 7957-12 sea blue

*(not in pattern book)
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grayshott
Wisteria blossoms hang delicately from a light, meandering 
trail in this graceful floral print,  GRAYSHOTT is given a 
contemporary twist with opaque white leaves and highlights.  
A design developed in the Colefax design studio.

W7005-01 gold W7005-02 silver blue W7005-03 navy

W7005-04 pink, green W7005-05 blue, green W7005-06 lillac, green
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greenacre
GREENACRE combines distinctive fan-like ginkgo leaves with 
dancing blossoms to produce a contemporary foliage design.  
The simple color focus gives this print a modern simplicity.  
GREENACRE creates an informal effect as a wallpaper with its 
fresh green tones and gently arching sprays.  The aqua leafed 
colorway also offers an alternative mood, attractively subdued.  
Also available as a printed fabric (with a slightly different 
repeat).

Coordinating fabric available.

W7004-01 forest green W7004-02 old blue W7004-03 leaf green
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honeysuckle garden
The spirit of a country garden is captured in this delightful 
HONEYSUCKLE TRAIL which has been interpreted from the 
popular 2018 embroidery design.  Golden yellows, shades 
of lime, and soft coral pinks enhanced by aqua and old blue 
grounds all evoke the beauty of honeysuckle flowers and 
countryside charm.  The surface print technique adds to the 
vintage character of this pretty paper.

W7002-01 aqua W7002-02 old blue W7002-03 pink, green

W7002-04 lime W7002-05 gold
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jardine
JARDINE creates an unashamedly colorful impression, 
providing fantastic potential to build bold and exuberant 
color schemes around this statement wallpaper.  The same 
gloriously rich color palette and scale of design is used as for 
the print version.

W7003-01 navy w7003-02 old blue W7003-03 red, green

W7003-04 red
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marchwood
This well known floral wallpaper has remained popular with 
its spacious trail of magnolias.  Four new colorways introduce 
further possibilities with colors sympathetic to the current 
Colefax range. A deep blue with bronze leaves and white 
blooms looks contemporary; white and coral flowers teamed 
with updated sage green leaves; shell pink ground provides 
the ultimate romantic touch shell pink.

7976-01 pink, green 7976-02 aqua 7976-03 cream*

7976-04 pink, beige* 7976-05 black 7976-06 ivory, green

7976-07 old blue 7976-08 white, sage 7976-09 coral, sage

7976-10 shell pink *(not in pattern book)
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mereworth
The romance of this rhododendron print design is superbly 
reinterpreted as a full scale floral paper.  The block character 
of the documentary style is clearly reproduced tempered by 
the delicate tints and many colored leaves.  A floral paper 
capable of creating a beautifully romantic atmosphere 
MEREWORTH is an exciting addition to the Colefax wallpaper 
range.

Coordinating fabric available

W7006-01  pink, forest W7006-02 red, green
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snow tree
This painterly tree was inspired by a paper from 
Drottningholm Court theatre in Sweden, a piece of which 
was given to Nancy Lancaster (then owner of Colefax And 
Fowler) by the King of Sweden.  The original panel idea has 
been adapted into a repeating design with graceful branches 
and elegant white flowers (original description). The ultimate 
Colefax decorative paper is updated with glamorous and 
contemporary colorings to include a delicate chalky pink 
ground, pale aqua ground with teal blue leaves and a 
pleasantly approachable ivory. Coordinating fabric available

7949-01 cream 7949-04 aqua 7949-06 black

7949-08 pink, green* 7949-09 blue, cream* 7949-10 silver

7949-11 blue* 7949-12 pale aqua 7949-13 ivory

7949-14 old pink *(not in pattern book)
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swedish tree
Dramatically scaled stylized tree design that gives the 
appearance of being painted on cloth.  The combination of 
subtle brushwork effects, stylized detailing combined with 
ground space, gives this design its Swedish flavor.

7165-01 yellow 7165-02 beige* 7165-03 old blue

7165-04 charcoal 7165-05 navy 7165-06 flax

7165-07 pink

*(not in pattern book)


